Evaluation of doctoral schools and doctoral colleges

Evaluation campaign 2019-2020 (group A)

Doctoral schools are evaluated according to an achievements/project review procedure. A single file should be submitted per school project for the next period.

Evaluations of doctoral colleges (or of equivalent organisations) are proposed to institutions on a voluntary basis. They are conducted according to an achievements/project review procedure for the next period.

The institutions concerned shall provide a provisional list of doctoral schools requesting accreditation for the next period, by 22 February 2019 to Email.

Institutions wishing to apply for a voluntary doctoral college evaluation shall mention it in this file.

Reference documents to be consulted:

- Le document introduisant le processus
- Une documentation complète (format Zip) contenant une aide à la rédaction des dossiers et les référentiels d'évaluation

Documents to be submitted on the PELICAN exchange platform:

- One external evaluation file for each doctoral school project.
- One external evaluation file for the doctoral college.

These files shall include appendices containing characteristic data and a summary table presenting the student numbers and information about the supervision and monitoring of doctoral students/doctors (for 21/09/2019).
Access to the calendar of your evaluation

How do you submit the self-evaluation files?

Your contacts

Qu'évalue le Hcéres en 2019-2020 ? Retrouvez l'infographie du Hcéres